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Abstract

A recent hypothesis in empirical brain research on language is that the fundamental difference

between animal and human communication systems is captured by the distinction between finite-

state and more complex phrase-structure grammars, such as context-free and context-sensitive

grammars. However, the relevance of this distinction for the study of language as a neurobiologi-

cal system has been questioned and it has been suggested that a more relevant and partly analo-

gous distinction is that between non-adjacent and adjacent dependencies. Online memory resources

are central to the processing of non-adjacent dependencies as information has to be maintained

across intervening material. One proposal is that an external memory device in the form of a lim-

ited push-down stack is used to process non-adjacent dependencies. We tested this hypothesis in

an artificial grammar learning paradigm where subjects acquired non-adjacent dependencies

implicitly. Generally, we found no qualitative differences between the acquisition of non-adjacent

dependencies and adjacent dependencies. This suggests that although the acquisition of non-adja-

cent dependencies requires more exposure to the acquisition material, it utilizes the same mecha-

nisms used for acquiring adjacent dependencies. We challenge the push-down stack model further

by testing its processing predictions for nested and crossed multiple non-adjacent dependencies.

The push-down stack model is partly supported by the results, and we suggest that stack-like prop-

erties are some among many natural properties characterizing the underlying neurophysiological

mechanisms that implement the online memory resources used in language and structured

sequence processing.
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1. Introduction

Human language is one of the most complex computational biological systems. In psy-

cholinguistic and neurobiological research on the language system, the concept of complex-

ity is currently revisited with a focus on the relative processing difficulties of different types

of syntactic structures, for instance, using artificial grammar learning (AGL) paradigms

(see, e.g., de Vries, Monaghan, Knecht, & Zwitserlood, 2008; Fitch & Hauser, 2004; for a

review, see de Vries, Christiansen, & Petersson, 2011). In order to understand syntactic

complexity, recent research has investigated different types of sentence-level dependencies

and their relative processing difficulties (Gómez & Maye, 2005; Newport & Aslin, 2004).

For instance, in sentences with non-adjacent dependencies, the computational process of

syntactic unification (Hagoort, 2005; Vosse & Kempen, 2000) is extended in time and this

requires online processing memory. One possibility is that this memory is a specialized

memory resource. The issue of processing difficulties is intimately connected with how

memory resources are integrated into language processing. From the point of view of

computability theory (Cutland, 1980; Davis, Sigal, & Weyuker, 1994), all computational

devices need to store intermediate results in a memory (e.g., on a tape in a Turing machine

or registers in a register machine) in order to compute (except in pure feedforward computa-

tions). However, from a mathematical point of view, the dynamical variables allocated to

processing and memory in computational devises (e.g., actual computers or real neural

networks) are mainly different in terms of which time scale they live on. Thus, in any physi-

cal realization of a computational device, there is a continuum between processing and more

stable representations or memory, where processing variables typically will have faster

dynamics than memory variables. In this study, we investigate syntactic complexity from

the memory perspective by exploring predictions of different memory architectures

available in the theoretical computational science literature.

This line of thinking started in the 1950s with the Chomsky hierarchy for formal gram-

mars, which shows that more complex grammar classes require more powerful memory

architectures. Thus, the Chomsky hierarchy is a memory hierarchy (Chomsky, 1963) and

computational complexity is indistinguishable from the characteristics of processing mem-

ory (assuming finite-state control; Minsky, 1967). In an early version, this hierarchy consists

of regular (finite-state; T3), context-free (T2), context-sensitive (T1), and general phrase-

structure grammars (Turing-Thue; T0). All classes but the regular grammars require infinite

memory resources in order to realize their full computational power. Neurobiological

systems are finite, not only with respect to computational control but also with respect to

memory, and thus cannot process, produce, or parse arbitrarily long sequences. It follows

that the infinite aspect of the Chomsky hierarchy is not directly relevant for neurobiological

language research, whereas the different memory architectures themselves might be (Folia,
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Forkstam, Ingvar, Hagoort, & Petersson, 2011; Levelt, 1974; Petersson, 2005, 2008;

Petersson, Folia, & Hagoort, 2010; Pullum & Scholz, 2009, 2010). One of the memory

architectures in the hierarchy is the push-down stack and it is conceivable that a bounded

push-down stack is used in language processing, as one possibility, suggested by, for exam-

ple, Levelt (1974). The push-down stack model can be seen as a simple way to translate

generative theories into performance models and its predictions for sequential processing

was more recently discussed in Dienes and Longuet-Higgins (2004). In the following

section, we will highlight the differences between the so-called external and internal

memory devices. The push-down stack model is an example of an external memory device.

Efficient computations in information processing systems sometimes involve prediction,

for instance, prediction of expected elements far downstream in a sequence, which is possi-

ble when there are non-adjacent dependencies. There are at least two possible views (see

Fig. 1). In the general case, each element pushes the system into a new internal state. The

state transitions instantiate an internal memory (internal to the computation as it is not

meaningful to segregate processing and memory from this point of view). The different pos-

sible states and the way they are connected represent the grammar that can generate or parse

the sequence. This is Turing’s original perspective (Turing, 1936; Wells, 2005). From this

internal memory perspective, there is no need to describe processing as ever restoring ele-

ments upstream in the sequence.

The presence of a certain upstream element is instead encoded in the current state. How-

ever, in some cases,1 it might be relevant to describe the mechanism as involving an external

memory structure allowing upstream elements to be restored. For instance, when thinking

about dynamical variables as implemented in the brain, where different biological mecha-

nisms live on different time scales, and these mechanisms interact, the slower mechanisms

might be relevantly described as an external memory structure with respect to the faster

mechanism. Typically, there are different forms of constraints on the access of stored

Fig. 1. In the internal memory case, sequences are parsed by traversing the transition graph from the start node

to the end node along the directions indicated by the arrows and ticking of the letters written on the traversed

arrows. Each element pushes the system into a new internal state and the state transitions instantiate the internal

memory. In the external memory case, here exemplified by the push-down stack model, a separate parser pushes

elements on a stack as they are parsed.
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elements and those constraints correspond to the major memory architectures. Push-down

stacks (first-in-last-out memories) represent one possible constraint on access to informa-

tion, queues another (Davis et al., 1994). In the push-down stack, elements are pushed down

on a stack as they are parsed and only the top element is accessible in one step. In order to

access an element beneath the top element, a series of pops (erasing the top element to

reveal a new top element) needs to be taken before some piece of information can be

accessed (Taylor, 1998). Queues (first-in-first-out memories) work similarly, but now only

the bottom element can be accessed in one step. When no constraints are present, the mem-

ory is of random access type (Savage, 1998), which means that all stored elements can be

accessed in one step. The drawback of such an architecture is that addressability becomes

an issue. Here, we are investigating the predictions of the access aspects. If the brain imple-

ments, for example, a stack, this could be regarded as a specialized memory structure for

processing multiple nested non-adjacent dependencies (see Fig. 4).2

It is sometimes argued that non-adjacent dependencies are extremely difficult to acquire

(Gómez & Maye, 2005; Newport, Hauser, Spaepen, & Aslin, 2004). Interestingly, results

show that cotton-top tamarins are capable of acquiring simple non-adjacent dependencies

(Newport et al., 2004). Moreover, Gómez and Maye (2005) investigated the acquisition of

simple non-adjacent dependencies of the AXB type in infants, where X varies. The results

showed that 15-month-old children acquired sensitivity to this type of non-adjacent depen-

dency. In the present study, we tested whether the difference between acquiring and process-

ing multiple non-adjacent and adjacent dependencies is qualitative or quantitative in nature.

A qualitative difference would support the idea that different memory architectures are

involved in acquiring or processing non-adjacent and adjacent dependencies. We used a

complex artificial language with multiple non-adjacent dependencies in an implicit AGL

paradigm. The types of dependencies we used occur in natural language, for example, in

number or gender agreement between multiple nouns and verbs at non-adjacent sentence

positions. One of the grammars we used included a crossed syntactic structure of multiple

non-adjacent dependencies, as reflected in the indices of the sequence A1A2A3B1B2B3. This

organization is famous in linguistics for being perhaps the only naturally occurring context-

sensitive construction and versions exist in Dutch (Bach, Brown, & Marslen-Wilson, 1986)

and Swiss German (Shieber, 1985). In particular, the crossed organization of multiple non-

adjacent dependencies poses a problem for theories of non-adjacent dependency processing

that rely on the following principles: (a) the gestalt principle and (b) the principle of tiers

(Newport & Aslin, 2004). Both describe how to effectively remove the intervening material

between the two dependent non-adjacent elements. This results in an abstract representation

(the tier or the gestalt) in which a non-adjacent dependency is reduced to an adjacent depen-

dency. In the case of crossed non-adjacent dependencies, however, the intervening material

contains elements of the same type as the original dependent elements, and the intervening

material constitutes parts of other crossing non-adjacent dependencies. Thus, these two pro-

cessing principles cannot account for the acquisition of crossed non-adjacent dependencies.

If we can show successful acquisition of crossed non-adjacent dependencies, we have thus

shown that there must exist processing of non-adjacent dependencies as non-adjacent,

before a possible reduction of these dependencies to adjacent dependencies can take place.
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Our implicit AGL paradigm makes it possible to systematically investigate implicit

acquisition of new syntactic structures from grammatical examples without performance

feedback. In this context, implicit acquisition is a process whereby complex, rule-governed

knowledge is acquired largely independent of awareness of both the process and product of

acquisition (Reber, Walkenfeld, & Hernstadt, 1991). By implicit knowledge, we mean that

the knowledge was acquired incidentally, without the use of hypothesis testing strategies

(see Forkstam & Petersson, 2005, for a more detailed discussion). Our notion of implicit

learning also entails the condition of the absence of access to (a) the acquired knowledge

and (b) the acquisition mechanisms. The relevance of our use of the term lies in the analogy

with natural language processing. Speakers ⁄ listeners generate ⁄ parse sentences without

explicit access to the syntactic knowledge that allows them to do so. Similarly, they learn

their native language without being able to describe the acquisition process or the result of

the acquisition process explicitly.

In AGL, one separates the acquisition and testing phases. In the acquisition phase, partici-

pants are typically engaged in a short-term memory task using an acquisition sample of

sequences generated from a formal grammar. In the standard version, subjects are informed

after acquisition that the sequences were generated according to a complex system of rules

and asked to classify novel items as grammatical or not, typically with the instruction to

base their classification decisions on their immediate intuitive impression (i.e., guessing

based on ‘‘gut feeling’’). It is a robust finding on grammars with adjacent dependencies3

that subjects perform well above chance and more so after several days of acquisition (Folia

et al., 2008; Forkstam, Hagoort, Fernandez, Ingvar, & Petersson, 2006; Uddén et al., 2008).

In this study, the combination of three crucial design features constitutes a methodologi-

cal development to investigate implicit learning of non-adjacent dependencies: (a) during

the acquisition phase, we use enough time (�2 weeks) for abstraction and consolidation

processes to take place; (b) during the classification phase, the non-grammatical sequences

are constructed so that explicit strategies, for example, counting, are unhelpful; and (c) the

critical measure is the participants’ preference for grammatical and relative aversion to non-

grammatical sequences. Because of the latter aspect, participants only need to indicate

whether they like or dislike a sequence, and therefore, it is not necessary to inform them

about the presence of a complex rule system before classification in order for the classifica-

tion instruction to make sense. Informing participants prior to classification is the standard

version of the AGL paradigm. Moreover, from the subject’s point of view, there is no cor-

rect or incorrect response and we instruct them to make their choice according to their gut

feeling. The motivation to use explicit (e.g., problem solving) strategies is thus minimized.

A preference for grammaticality has been found repeatedly for grammars with adjacent

dependencies (Folia et al., 2008; Forkstam, Elwér, Ingvar, & Petersson, 2008; Zajonc,

1968). The most important observation in these studies is that the pattern of performance in

the preference task is highly similar to the pattern of performance during the standard AGL

conditions (i.e., when subjects subsequently get informed about the presence of a complex

rule system). Generally, however, the performance levels under standard AGL conditions

are somewhat higher than in preference AGL (Folia et al., 2008; Forkstam et al., 2008).

This might be due to greater motivation and a reliance ⁄ trust in the subjective gut feeling.
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In the present study, this is encouraged by informing the participants that their gut feelings

correspond to real differences in the stimuli. A general finding, under the standard AGL

conditions, is that the response times are longer compared to preference AGL. This suggests

a more elaborate decision-making process, potentially enhanced by motivational factors. As

an additional methodological improvement, we created a large set of acquisition sequences

with a lot of variation in the surface structure so that explicit memorization would be practi-

cally impossible.

In the first experiment, we used the preference AGL paradigm to test whether implicit

acquisition of multiple non-adjacent dependencies is experimentally achievable to the same

performance levels observed with adjacent dependencies. More generally, we wanted to test

whether the acquisition of non-adjacent dependencies is qualitatively different from that of

adjacent dependencies. There are several ways in which performance could be qualitatively

different: (a) there could be significant learning of adjacent but not non-adjacent dependen-

cies; (b) the performance levels could be lower for non-adjacent compared with adjacent

processing; (c) there could be a evidence of acquisition in the preference but not in the

grammaticality task, or the other way around; (d) relative performance differences from the

preference to the grammaticality task could interact with whether non-adjacent dependen-

cies were present; or (e) explicit knowledge of the grammar could co-evolve with successful

acquisition of non-adjacent dependencies. No explicit knowledge has been observed after

the acquisition of adjacent dependencies in similar paradigms (Folia et al., 2008; Forkstam

et al., 2006, 2008; Uddén et al., 2008). In this study, the comparison between adjacent

and non-adjacent dependency processing is not made in a within-subject design. This would

require acquisition of multiple grammars by the same subject, which is methodologically

challenging because of potential interference between grammars. Rather, we compare

the pattern of results for non-adjacent dependency processing to robust results of processing

of adjacent dependencies, which has been demonstrated in a number of previous studies

(Folia et al., 2008; Forkstam et al., 2006, 2008; Uddén et al., 2008) in a between-subject

comparison.

To summarize, the goals of the study are to (1) test whether multiple non-adjacent depen-

dencies can be acquired to robust performance levels matching those seen for the acquisition

of adjacent dependencies, in an implicit learning paradigm; (2) test whether the acquisition

of adjacent and non-adjacent dependencies is qualitatively different more generally. If they

are not, there is no need to postulate separate mechanisms for the acquisition of adjacent

and non-adjacent dependencies, such as separate memory architectures. Finally, we want to

(3) test whether there is evidence for the push-down stack model when comparing implicit

acquisition of nested and crossed non-adjacent dependencies. The prime alternative model

is the random access memory model. We test (1) and (2) in Experiment 1, by exposing sub-

jects to a large grammar with crossed non-adjacent dependencies and by comparing this to

results on adjacent dependencies from the literature. In Experiment 2, we test (3) in a

between-group design. We expose one group to nested non-adjacent dependencies and one

group to crossed non-adjacent dependencies. The push-down stack model predicts that the

nested group should have an acquisition advantage, whereas the random access model does

not predict such an advantage.
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2. Experiment 1

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants
Nineteen right-handed healthy university students volunteered to participate in the study

(15 females, 4 males, mean age ± SD = 24 ± 3 years). They were all pre-screened for medi-

cation use, history of drug abuse, head trauma, neurological or psychiatric illness, and fam-

ily history of neurological or psychiatric illness. All participants gave written informed

consent and the study was run under the Donders Center for Cognitive Neuroimaging

Experimental Approval from the local medical ethics committee at the UMC St. Radboud.

2.1.2. Stimulus material
We generated grammatical sequences from a formal grammar including a crossed depen-

dency part (e.g., A1A2A3B1B2B3). This subsequence consisted of letters from the alphabet

[F, D, X, L, P, K] and was pre- and post-fixed with adjacent dependency parts from the

alphabet [M, T, V, W, S, R]. The first half of the crossed part was always taken from the set

[F, D, X] and the last half from [L, P, K] (see Fig. 2). This was to dissociate the surface

structure from the underlying grammar and to minimize the likelihood of explicit memoriz-

ing or similar strategies by adding variance to the generated sequences. This also prevents

initial and terminal position effects. The dependency structure was then created by pairing F

with L, D with P, and X with K (e.g., F1X2D3L1K2P3). Thus, the first half of the non-adja-

cent dependency subsequence syntactically predicted the second half (containing L’s, P’s,

and K’s). One (FFFLLP*), two (FFFLKP*), or three (FFFPKP*) switches, for example,

Fig. 2. The transition graph representation of the grammar, indicating where crossed fragements are inserted.

Grammatical sequences are generated by traversing the transition graph from the start node to the end node

along the directions indicated by the arrows and concatenating the letters written on the traversed arrows.
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from L to P or K, created violations of the dependency structure. There could be two or

three non-adjacent dependencies in a sequence. See Table 1 for example sequences. Non-

grammatical sequences were selected to match the grammatical sequences in terms of com-

plete sequence associative chunk strength (ACS; i.e., collapsed over order information

within sequences; for further technical details, see Forkstam et al., 2006). The complete

sequence ACS is a measure of the familiarity of the surface form of a sequence, operational-

ized as the average familiarity across all possible subsequences of two or three letters (i.e.,

bigrams and trigrams). The familiarity of a subsequence is determined by its frequency in

the acquisition sequences.

For all conditions and all classification sets, irrespective of grammaticality status,

sequences did not differ significantly in terms of ACS, as tested with two-sample t-tests

(mean ACS ± SD; grammatical sequences: 12.24 ± 0.26, non-grammatical sequences:

12.25 ± 0.11) or length (length range = 5–12; mean length grammatical sequences =

10.95 ± 0.72, mean length non-grammatical sequences = 10.77 ± 0.77). There were three

different classification sets. Each of these three sets could be used in the baseline test, the

preference test, or the grammaticality classification test. Thus, any differences between per-

formance in the baseline, preference, and grammaticality tests could not be explained by the

particular stimuli used in that test. The presentation order was randomized over subjects.

2.1.3. Experimental procedure
The experiment spanned 9 days spread over 2 weeks, with one implicit acquisition ses-

sion each day. On Day 1, a baseline preference classification test was administered before

the first acquisition session commenced. On the seventh day, subjects performed a prefer-

ence classification test. Acquisition then continued for 2 days, and on the ninth day, the sub-

jects were given a grammaticality classification test. The experimental procedure is

described below (for more detailed information, see Folia et al., 2008). Three of the subjects

chose to end the experiment on the seventh day and the remaining 16 subjects completed

the experiment.

2.1.4. Implicit acquisition
The acquisition task (�30 min, 100 sequences) was presented as a short-term memory

recall task to the subjects. Each sequence was presented for 4 s (whole sequence presenta-

tion). After the sequence disappeared, subjects typed the sequence from memory on a key-

board in a self-paced manner. No feedback was provided.

Table 1

Example sequences

Grammatical Non-Grammatical

VTVDXPKVRM WSDXKPVRM

WTVDDPPWRN VSXFPPVRM

WSDXDPKPVRN VSXFFLPLVR

VTDFFPLLWR WTWDXFKPLV
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2.1.5. Preference and grammaticality classification
Subjects were instructed to indicate, as rapidly as possible after sequence onset, whether

they liked a sequence, based on their immediate intuitive impression (i.e., guessing based on

‘‘gut feeling’’), by pressing the corresponding key with their left or right index finger. Each

sequence was presented for 3.5 s followed by an inter-stimulus interval of 2.5 s. On the last

day, just before the grammaticality test, the subjects were informed about the existence of a

complex system of rules (but they were not informed about the actual rules). They were then

instructed to classify novel sequences as grammatical or not, based on their immediate intui-

tive impression, in the same manner as in the preference test.

2.1.6. Post-experimental questionnaire
The post-experimental questionnaire was distributed after the last grammaticality test.

The questionnaire started with open questions, and subjects were instructed to write down

their spontaneous thoughts about what they had noticed in the test, what the grammar might

have consisted of, and similar questions. Then the subjects were requested to produce exam-

ples of the grammar. In the forced-choice post-experimental questionnaire part, there were

10 statements (presented one-by-one) about the grammar and subjects were informed that

some of them were true and some false. The subjects had to indicate both whether they

thought the statement was true or false, and whether they had used the principle mentioned

in the statement during the classification.

2.1.7. Data analysis
Repeated-measures anovas and t-tests were used to analyze the data with a significance

level of p < .05. We analyzed the classification performance (endorsement rates) with the

factors TEST (baseline vs. preference classification) and GRAMMATICALITY (grammati-

cal vs. non-grammatical sequences). The endorsement rate was defined as the number of

sequences classified as grammatical independent of their actual status, divided by the total

number of recorded answers for each factor level (Meulemans & Van der Linden, 1997).

Mean values are reported with standard errors of the mean, if not otherwise stated. For ana-

lyzing forced-choice post-experimental questionnaires, we used the Binomial test.

2.2. Results

2.2.1. Classification performance

We analyzed the acquisition effect in an anova by comparing the preference classification

on the seventh day with the baseline preference classification with endorsement rates as the

dependent variable. The main effect of TEST was significant, F(1,18) = 5.9, p < .05, sug-

gesting an effect of TEST on the response bias. The mean endorsement rates ± SEM were

0.47 ± 0.02 in the first test and in the last test 0.52 ± 0.02. The main effect of GRAMMATI-

CALITY was also significant, F(1,18) = 18.1, p < .001, showing higher endorsements of

grammatical sequences. The interaction between these factors was significant, showing
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successful implicit acquisition, F(1,18) = 7.5, p = .01 (Fig. 3). We then analyzed the last

grammaticality classification session, where grammatical sequences were endorsed more

often than non-grammatical sequences, t(15) = 4.51 p < .001. For the baseline preference,

the corresponding test was non-significant (p = .34), and for the seventh day preference test,

this was significant, t(18) = 4.50 p < .001.

2.2.2. Post-experimental questionnaire

The participant reports were, in our experience, typical for AGL experiments. As we

informed the participants about the presence of a grammar before the grammaticality clas-

sification test, it was not surprising that most reported that there were some sort of depen-

dencies between letters. Subjects were then given a list of correct and incorrect statements

about the grammar and were asked to indicate whether they thought these were true and

whether they used this knowledge during classification. Only two (out of 16) subjects

thought that the full correct rule was true and three claimed that they had used some of

this insight during classification. However, these subjects did not perform differently com-

pared with those who reported no rule use. In other words, the self-reported insight or rule

use did not translate into a performance benefit. Rather, the low recognition rate of the

correct rules suggests that the participants had little or no demonstrable explicit knowl-

edge of the underlying grammar. In addition, their reports suggest that they made little or

no effective use of any potential knowledge. In fact, the participants classified the correct-

ness of all other rules in the questionnaire at chance level (there were <79% correct

answers at all other questions, p > .06).

Fig. 3. Classification performance in endorsement rates of G = Grammatical and NG = Non-grammatical

sequences. Baseline, baseline preference; Pref, Day 7 preference classification; Gram, Day 9 grammaticality

classification. To the left, the results show significant successful acquisition of the crossed non-adjacent depen-

dencies. To the right, for comparison, we show similar results adopted from one (Folia et al., 2008) of several

(Forkstam et al., 2006, 2008; Uddén et al., 2008) similar 5-day studies with adjacent dependencies. Qualita-

tively, the results are similar. Error bars indicate the standard deviation.
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2.3. Discussion

In Experiment 1, we used the preference AGL paradigm to test whether implicit acqui-

sition of non-adjacent dependencies is experimentally achievable to the same performance

levels observed with adjacent dependencies. The results of the first experiment suggest

that acquisition and processing of non-adjacent dependencies does not differ qualitatively

from that of adjacent dependencies. Moreover, the acquisition and processing of non-

adjacent dependencies are not exceedingly difficult. This argues against the possibility

that an additional, or external, memory architecture is needed to process non-adjacent

dependencies.

3. Experiment 2

In the second experiment, we wanted to test whether syntactic computation of non-adja-

cent dependencies rely on a push-down stack-like memory structure. The push-down mem-

ory organization predicts a processing advantage for a hierarchically nested organization

(e.g., A1A2A3B3B2B1) over the crossed dependencies (e.g., A1A2A3B1B2B3). Elements are

pushed down on a stack as they are parsed from left to right; for example, when A1A2A3 has

been parsed, only the top element A3 is available for processing when the next element

arrives (B3 for nested and B1 for crossed, cf., Fig. 4). For the nested dependencies, the pars-

ing process can proceed directly, whereas, in the crossed case, the information stored on the

first stack has to be rearranged on a second stack, or the process will fail.

Nested String Crossed String

A1A2A3B3B2B1

FSG control

1A
2A

3A
Push-Down Stack

A1A2A3B1B2B3

1

2

3

A

A

A

2

3A

A

Fig. 4. Multiple non-adjacent dependencies can be organized in a hierarchically nested or non-hierarchical

crossed way, as subscripts and lines indicate. In the push-down stack model, a finite-state grammar (FSG) is a

control device pushing elements on a stack as they are parsed. When A1A2A3 is parsed, only the top element A3

is available for comparison with the next element. B3–B1 can easily be compared in the nested structure. To

reach A1 in the crossed case, A2–A3 first have to be popped and pushed on to another stack. This extra step will

create a processing disadvantage for the crossed structure.
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The comprehension of crossed and nested dependency types was investigated in a semi-

nal cross-linguistic study by Bach et al. (1986). Dutch and German participants received

natural speech with similar sentences organized in a crossed or nested structure, respec-

tively, and rated how easy the sentence was to understand immediately afterward. Crossed

sentences received higher comprehension scores than the nested type. This result was unex-

pected when considering that nested structures are more common than crossed structures

cross-linguistically and was interpreted as evidence against a push-down stack. This argu-

ment was reiterated by Christiansen and Chater (1999). Semantic cross-linguistic variance

in German and Dutch may, however, influence these results. From the pure sequence-

processing point of view, or a syntactic perspective, this result would be more relevant if

established in a paradigm where semantic factors are controlled for, for example, in an AGL

paradigm. Thus, in the second experiment, we used the preference structural mere-exposure

AGL paradigm to study whether there is a processing bias for nested compared with crossed

dependency structures in the absence of lexical and sentence-level semantics.

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Participants
Thirty-nine right-handed healthy university students, who did not participate in Experi-

ment 1, volunteered to participate in the study (28 females, 11 males, mean

age ± SD = 21 ± 2 years). Nineteen of the participants were exposed to an artificial gram-

mar generating multiple crossed dependencies and 20 participants to a grammar generat-

ing multiple nested dependencies. Subject management procedures were the same as in

Experiment 1.

3.1.2. Stimulus material
The stimulus generation procedure was identical to Experiment 1 with some modifica-

tions. We added grammatical sequences with a nested dependency part (A1A2A3B3B2B1).

See Table 2 for example sequences. We had to remove the X-K letter pair in order to

match for ACS across the different grammar types. This is explained by the fact that the

middle chunks A3B3 are high-frequency chunks in nested structures and the corresponding

A3B1 chunks in the crossed designs receive progressively lower frequency when more let-

ter pairs are introduced. Each test set consisted of 64 sequences (32 grammatical, 32 non-

grammatical). For all conditions in all classification sets, irrespective of nested or crossed

Table 2

Example sequences

Nested Grammatical Nested Non-Grammatical Crossed Grammatical Crossed Non-Grammatical

MDDFLPPVRN MFFDPPLWS MDFDPLPWRN NFFDPPLWR

NFDDPPLWRM VXWDFFLPPWRM NFFDLLPVRN VXVDFDPLLVS

VSDFFLLPVRM NFFFLPPWRM VXFFFLLLVS VXWDDFLPPVR

VSDFDPLPW VXVFFDPPLWR VXWFDLPWS NDDDLLPWRM
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dependencies and irrespective of the grammaticality status, the sequences did not differ sig-

nificantly in terms of ACS or sequence length, as tested with two-sample t-tests (length

range = 5–12; for mean lengths, see Table 3).

3.1.3. Experimental procedure and data analysis
The experimental procedure was the same as in Experiment 1, except that the last prefer-

ence test was performed on the last day and the grammaticality test followed directly after-

wards. The data analysis was the same as in Experiment 1. To recap, we analyzed the

classification performance (endorsement rates) with the factors TEST (baseline vs. prefer-

ence classification) and GRAMMATICALITY (grammatical vs. non-grammatical

sequences). In additional testing, we tested the difference between grammars and we ana-

lyzed the effect of violation positions between grammars. Between-grammar effects were

predicted to be the largest for sequences with three non-adjacent dependencies, where the

length of the non-adjacent part of the sequence is six letters, for the following reason. In the

case of crossed dependencies, all have the same length of the intervening material, whereas,

for the nested dependencies, the length of the intervening elements varies. The number of

intervening elements grows faster with the number of dependencies for nested compared

with crossed grammars. The difference between crossed and nested dependencies is thus

largest for sequences with more non-adjacent dependencies. For example, for two crossed

non-adjacent dependencies, the intervening material for crossed dependencies is one letter,

whereas the corresponding maximum for nested dependencies is two intervening letters. For

three crossed dependencies, the intervening material is two letters, whereas for the nested

dependencies, the maximum is four intervening letters. Thus, by definition, nested and

crossed sequences are more different (and we can predict larger processing and memory dif-

ferences) for three compared with two non-adjacent dependencies. In addition, this predic-

tion has been empirically validated by Bach et al. (1986) as comprehension scores of

crossed and nested differed only for sentences with three non-adjacent dependencies and not

for sentences with two non-adjacent dependencies, in natural language. In addition, as

explained in Fig. 4, if the brain implements a push-down stack, the number of additional

computations needed for crossed compared with nested structures increases with the number

of elements initially pushed on the stack. According to this reasoning, when comparing the

crossed against nested grammar, we looked specifically at sequences with three non-adja-

cent dependencies. As there were too few sequences with two non-adjacent dependencies in

the stimulus material, we did not analyze them separately. When effect sizes (Cohen’s d)

are needed to support our argument, they are reported.

Table 3

Mean ACS and sequence lengths with SD

Nested

Grammatical

Nested

Non-Grammatical

Crossed

Grammatical

Crossed

Non-Grammatical

ACS 19.94 ± 0.83 19.58 ± 1.5 19.84 ± 0.97 19.78 ± 0.93

Length 10.18 ± 0.91 10.03 ± 1.37 10.01 ± 0.80 10.16 ± 0.92
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3.2. Results

3.2.1. Classification performance
3.2.1.1. Crossed non-adjacent dependencies: There was no significant effect of TEST on

response bias (p = .14), but there was a significant main effect of GRAMMATICALITY,

F(1,18) = 31.5, p < .001, and the interaction between TEST and GRAMMATICALITY

was significant, F(1,18) = 31.3, p < .001 (see Fig. 5). Grammatical sequences were

endorsed significantly more often than non-grammatical sequences in the preference,

t(18) = 5.95, p < .001, and in the grammaticality test, t(18) = 9.07, p < .001, but not in the

baseline test (p = .87).

3.2.1.2. Nested non-adjacent dependencies: There was a main effect of TEST on response

bias, F(1,19) = 23.9, p < .001, and a significant main effect of GRAMMATICALITY,

F(1,19) = 44.0, p < .001. We also found a significant interaction between TEST and

GRAMMATICALITY, F(1,19) = 18.8, p < .001. The grammatical sequences were

endorsed significantly more often than non-grammatical sequences in the last preference

test, t(19) = 6.01, P < .001, and the grammaticality test, t(19) = 8.42, p < .001, but not in

the preference baseline test (p = .06).

3.2.1.3. Between-grammar-type effects: We predicted the largest differences between

grammar types on the sequences with three non-adjacent dependencies. We tested these

sequences in a three-way anova with the factors TEST, GRAMMATICALITY, and the

between-subjects factor GRAMMAR. The main effect of TEST type was significant,

F(1,37) = 25.70, p < .001, as well as the main effect of GRAMMATICALITY,

F(1,37) = 52.56, p < .001. The interaction between TEST, GRAMMATICALITY (levels:

Fig. 5. Classification performance in endorsement rates of Grammatical (G) and Non-grammatical (NG)

sequences. Pref, preference classification; Gram, grammaticality classification. To the right, for comparison, we

show similar results adopted from one (Folia et al., 2008) of several (Forkstam et al., 2006, 2008; Uddén et al.,

2008) similar 5-day studies with adjacent dependencies. Qualitatively, the results are similar. Error bars indicate

standard deviations.
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grammatical vs. non-grammatical), and GRAMMAR (levels: nested vs. crossed) was signifi-

cant, F(1,37) = 9.22, p < .005, d = 0.34. The crossed group showed a greater interaction

between TEST and GRAMMATICALITY, F(1,18) = 34.45, p < .001, d = 1.80 (see

Fig. 6), compared with the nested group, F(1,18) = 8.53, p < .01, d = 1.24.4 There was no

interaction between GRAMMATICALITY and GRAMMAR in the grammaticality classifi-

cation (p = .37).

When only analyzing the non-grammatical sequences with three non-adjacent dependen-

cies, there was a highly significant interaction between GRAMMAR (nested vs. crossed)

and TEST, F(1,37) = 31.8, p < .001. There was no main effect of bias between the two

grammars in the baseline test or last-day preference test (p > .15). The interaction between

GRAMMAR and TEST was not present for the grammatical sequences (p > .73). This

interaction approached significance when testing all non-grammatical sequences, that is,

when also including the ones two non-adjacent dependencies (p = .06). This can be

explained by the initial sensitivity to the grammaticality factor in the nested group, which

approached significance (p = .06). The initial sensitivity was stronger in the second half of

the baseline test, compared to the first half (t(19) = 2.68, p = .02), which points to early

acquisition of sensitivity to at least some aspects of the nested grammar. Alternative expla-

nations, such as some surface feature (e.g., the number of instances of the letter V) causing

the initial sensitivity, does not account to the same extent for the change of preference dur-

ing the baseline test. Thus, the fact that the acquisition effect from the first baseline test to

the last preference test is larger for crossed compared with nested grammars can be

explained by crossed grammars having fewer aspects that are immediately acquired when

exposed to a set of both grammatical and non-grammatical sequences. Such early acquisi-

tion has been found in other studies as well (Forkstam et al., 2008; Stadler & Frensch,

Fig. 6. Classification performance in endorsement rates of Grammatical (G) and Non-grammatical (NG)

sequences. Pref, preference classification; Gram, grammaticality classification. This figure displays sequences

with three non-adjacent dependencies only, whereas Fig. 5 displays sequences with two non-adjacent dependen-

cies, in addition. The crossed group showed a significantly greater interaction between TEST and GRAMMATI-

CALITY. Error bars indicate standard error of mean.
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1998) and is possible although subjects are exposed to as many grammatical and non-gram-

matical sequences, as grammatical sequences display more structure than the non-grammati-

cal sequences. Note that non-grammatical sequences also display grammatical

subsequences but are interrupted with violations.

When testing only sequences with three non-adjacent dependencies, there was no interac-

tion between GRAMMATICALITY and GRAMMAR in the last preference test (p = .49)

or in the grammaticality classification task (p = .26).

3.2.1.4. Violation position effects: We then analyzed how endorsement rates depended on

the position of the first violation (POSITION) in the sequences within six-letter non-adja-

cent fragments. We used post hoc Tukey’s HSD tests, corrected for three comparisons: first

(B1) against second (B2), first against third (B3), and second against third position. Position

had a similar effect on the data in the last preference test and the grammaticality test and

thus we pooled the results. The only significant difference in difficulty between positions

was the difference between the first and the second violation position (p < .01) for the

crossed grammar (for the rest of the comparisons in the nested and crossed groups, p > .24).

The first violation position was more difficult than the second for the crossed grammar. The

interaction between position and grammar type for the first against the second position

approached significance, F(1,37) = 3.71, p = .06. As the push-down stack model predicts a

unique role for the first position against the last two positions for the crossed grammar but

not for the nested grammar, we also tested the first violation position against an average of

Fig. 7. Classification performance dependent on violation position, in endorsement rates, of crossed and nested

non-grammatical (NG) sequences. For the crossed grammar, violations in the first position (e.g., FFFDLL*) were

significantly harder to spot that violations in the second (e.g., FFFLDL*) or third positions (e.g., FFFLLD*).

This was not the case for the nested grammar. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean.
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the last two positions. Using a paired, two-tailed t-test, this comparison was significant,

t(18) = 2.99, p < .01, whereas this was not the case for the nested grammar, t(19) = 0.25,

p = .81 (see Fig. 7).

3.2.2. Post-experimental questionnaires
The post-experimental questionnaire was distributed after the grammaticality test. The

participant reports were typical; subjects spontaneously reported some high-frequency

chunks, mostly from the prefix and suffix fragments (with adjacent dependencies only). As

in Experiment 1, subjects reported that there was some sort of dependencies between letters,

which is not surprising as we had informed them about the presence of a grammar before

the last grammaticality classification. However, when the participants were provided with

the correct dependency constraints, they performed at chance level when deciding whether

these were correct in a forced-choice task (Crossed: 53% ‘‘Yes’’ 47% ‘‘No,’’ p = 1.00;

Nested: 45% ‘‘Yes’’ 55% ‘‘No,’’ p = .82). Thus, there was little evidence for any explicit

knowledge, consistent with the suggestion that the structural knowledge was implicitly

acquired, as in Experiment 1.

4. General discussion

This study demonstrates the feasibility of successful acquisition of multiple non-adjacent

dependencies in an implicit AGL paradigm without performance feedback. The implicit

acquisition of non-adjacent dependencies showed no qualitative difference to the acquisition

of adjacent dependencies. Specifically, at the end of acquisition, we observed similar overall

proficiency and a similar boost in performance for the grammaticality compared with the

preference instruction (see Figs. 3 and 5). Finally, significant explicit knowledge was absent

in both cases. There was, however, one quantitative difference: Non-adjacent dependencies

took some days longer to acquire. Thus, it seems that the acquisition of non-adjacent depen-

dencies is a matter of time. This conclusion is consistent with children mastering non-adja-

cent dependencies later in the course of language acquisition compared with adjacent

dependencies (Gómez & Maye, 2005). The quantitative difference might be related to the

necessity for various abstraction and consolidation processes to occur. In a recent study, the

effects of offline wake time and sleep on implicit AGL were disentangled by varying these

parameters in a between-subjects comparison. The results suggest that implicit AGL

depends on sleep specifically (Nieuwenhuis, Folia, Forkstam, Jensen, & Petersson, unpub-

lished data). Overall, these results are consistent with the idea that common mechanisms

support the acquisition of syntactic dependencies, whether adjacent or non-adjacent.

The same computational development can be viewed from a representational perspective.

To acquire representations of adjacent dependencies, an intact memory trace will do, but to

acquire a non-adjacent dependency, there is an apparent need to erase (i.e., abstract away)

the intervening material from the representation. This is consistent with the fact that intro-

ducing variable intervening material improves the acquisition of non-adjacent dependencies

(Gomez, 2002). However, we observed little evidence for a qualitative difference between
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non-adjacent and adjacent acquisition behaviorally, which argues against large architectural

differences in memory and processing of adjacent versus non-adjacent dependencies.

Rather, we speculate that forming a representation of a non-adjacent dependency and thus

abstracting away the intervening positions from the representation can be achieved, for

example, by a single but bidirectional acquisition mechanism, at the biological level. There

are several examples of bidirectional plasticity mechanisms, including spike-timing-depen-

dent plasticity, at the neuronal synapses. For instance, a couple of synapse strengths in a

neuronal population, modulated by the bidirectional mechanism of spike-timing-dependent

plasticity, might at the same time represent frequently co-occurring non-adjacent elements

and be flexible with respect to the intervening material by encoding the relatively infrequent

co-occurrence of the elements constituting the varying intervening material with respect to

the elements in the non-adjacent dependency. Another example mechanism is AMPA recep-

tor modulation of synapse strength. For example, an increasing or decreasing number of

AMPA receptors results in strengthening or weakening of the synapse (Kessels & Malinow,

2009; for a review, see Uddén, Folia, & Petersson, 2010).

Whatever the mechanisms might be, we have shown that subjects need more exposure to

settle on a correct representation for non-adjacent compared with adjacent dependencies.

Thus, a possible reason for reported acquisition failures for complex non-adjacent dependen-

cies (Hochmann, Azadpour, & Mehler, 2008; de Vries et al., 2008) might be that subjects

were not provided with sufficient time or exposure to grammatical items during acquisition.

In other implicit AGL paradigms, when subjects were considerably less exposed to the

grammar than in the present experiments, the general observation was that adjacent depen-

dencies could be acquired, but that non-adjacent dependencies failed to be acquired (John-

stone & Shanks, 2001; Mathews et al., 1989). In one study using a so-called inversion rule
with crossed dependencies in tone sequences, above chance preference classification after

implicit learning of non-adjacent dependencies was demonstrated, also after brief exposure

(Kuhn & Dienes, 2005). These results were replicated in one study (Dienes, in press) but

failed to replicate in another follow-up study using the same rules but with slightly different

materials (Desmet, Poulin-Charronnat, Lalitte, & Perruchet, 2009; Kuhn & Dienes, 2006;

for comments, see Desmet et al., 2009). Irrespective of the robustness of these results, our

findings extend the demonstration of implicit learning of multiple non-adjacent dependen-

cies to robust performance levels similar to those observed with adjacent dependencies.

Thus, we are capturing a later part of the acquisition phase compared with Kuhn and Dienes

(2005). de Vries et al. (2008) did not observe any sensitivity to grammaticality when the

dependency structure was identical to the nested dependency constraints used in the present

study. In the study of de Vries et al. (2008), exposure was limited to one brief acquisition

session, and several similar studies have yielded similar outcomes (Hochmann et al., 2008).

This might also explain why European starlings acquired the AnBn grammar (Gentner, Fenn,

Margoliash, & Nusbaum, 2006), whereas cotton top tamarins failed to do so (Fitch & Haus-

er, 2004). The European starlings received extensive training (�30,000 trials on average),

whereas the tamarins were only given 20 min of exposure on the day preceding testing.

There was a larger acquisition effect for crossed compared with nested non-adjacent

dependencies. In this respect, the results speak against the push-down stack memory model.
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However, the greater acquisition effect in the crossed group compared to the nested group

can be explained by an initial sensitivity to the grammaticality factor in the nested group.

The initial sensitivity was stronger in the second half of the baseline test, which points to

early acquisition of sensitivity to at least some aspects of the nested grammar. Thus, the

apparent advantage of acquisition of crossed compared with nested grammars can be

explained by crossed grammars having fewer aspects that are immediately acquired when

exposed to a set of both grammatical and non-grammatical sequences and thus an, at least

initial, acquisition advantage for nested compared with crossed structures. Thus, from this

point of view, the push-down stack model is supported.

An alternative to the push-down stack model is that human online memory (working

memory) is characterized by (weighted) random access in combination with certain forget-

ting characteristics (e.g., primacy ⁄ recency effects). The pattern of serial position curves in

the memory literature suggests that there are strong primacy and recency effects (Glanzer

& Cunitz, 1966). Based on serial position effects, it can be argued that noun–verb pairs in

the middle of the nested or crossed sentence (i.e., A2–B2) should be more difficult to parse.

However, our results from the crossed sequences showed that the first violation position

was less salient than the middle one. The pattern of violation position results can be pre-

dicted by the push-down stack model, as the processing cost is higher at the first compared

with the second and third positions (see Fig. 7), as well as the absence of an effect of vio-

lation position for nested sequences. The analysis of violation positions thus provides some

evidence for the use of the push-down stack for processing crossed grammars and is con-

sistent with its use in nested grammars. As a general caution, we note that it is possible

that the results reported here might change if sequences were drawn from a significantly

larger alphabet.

It has been proposed that the underlying neurophysiology of memory might have stack-

like properties (Siegelmann, 1999). The brain represents information in terms of dynamical

variables, for example, a set of membrane potentials, which evolve over time and therefore

can be viewed as a set of dynamic registers (i.e., information is represented in the decimal

expansion of the membrane potentials). Recurrent neural processing in combination with

multiplication ⁄ division of the membrane potentials by synaptic weights can be shown to

implement memory representations with stack-like properties in artificial neural networks

(see e.g., Siegelmann, 1999). Thus, it might be fruitful to specify possible neural mecha-

nisms for multiplication and division, which represent each other’s inverse transformations.

Remember that the operation ‘‘pop’’ is the removal of the top element (in this case, the top

element is the first digit of the decimal expansion) from the stack and ‘‘push’’ is the stor-

age of an element at the top of the stack. To implement ‘‘pop,’’ we need (a) multiplication

and (b) a specification how the popped element can be unmixed and separated from the rest

of the decimal expansion. In recurrent neural networks models, the stack operations

‘‘push’’ and ‘‘pop’’ are implemented by division and multiplication with synaptic weights,

respectively. Alternatively, multiplication ⁄ division and thus ‘‘pop’’ ⁄ ‘‘push’’ can be imple-

mented at the level of dendrites (Koch & Poggio, 1985), at the single neuron level, or in

networks of neurons. An approximate multiplicative synaptic mechanism is exemplified

by shunting inhibition (Koch, 1999). In networks of neurons, multiplication can be
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implemented in the linear excitatory and inhibitory connections between neurons that

implement a logarithmic transfer function. If Neuron A receives input x1 and outputs

log(x1) and Neuron B receives input x2 and outputs log(x2), then Neuron C, receiving both

of their outputs (again assuming linear summation), will receive the input log(x1x2), by the

logarithmic laws (Koch & Poggio, 1992). Together with our results, which lend some

support for a memory model with stack-like properties, this sketch suggests that it is at

least conceivable that online neural processing memory has stack-like neural memory prop-

erties. However, it is plausible that both memory architectures coexist. For instance, each

biological entity that might implement a stack, for example, each membrane potential,

could be used as a register in a random access memory.

Newport and Aslin (2004) discuss non-adjacent dependency processing in relation to the

gestalt principle of similarity and the principle of phonological tiers. Both of these abstract

mechanistic suggestions are ways of describing how the intervening material effectively can

be separated, or erased, in the abstract representation (the tier or the gestalt). This results in

the non-adjacent dependencies becoming adjacent dependencies. Support for these ideas

comes from the fact that non-adjacent dependencies between vowels are easier to learn

when the intervening material is composed of consonants and vice versa, compared to when

the non-adjacent dependency and the intervening material is instantiated in the same type of

elements (Newport & Aslin, 2004). The fact that the crossed non-adjacent dependencies in

our study are successfully processed although the intervening material contains elements of

the same type, and although the intervening material are parts of other crossing non-adjacent

dependencies, poses a problem for this kind of explanation. There are no pre-established cat-

egories according to which the distant elements can be processed together as a gestalt ⁄ tier.

Thus, if processing of non-adjacent dependencies is achieved by abstract representations of

gestalts ⁄ tiers, these representations still have to be acquired. Postulating the existence of

tiers might be a good solution when explaining proficient processing of non-adjacent depen-

dencies, but this will not solve the question of how representations of new non-adjacent

dependencies are acquired. To solve the acquisition problem, a mechanism for how the

gestalts ⁄ tiers are created is needed, in addition. From this point of view, each letter pair

would constitute a gestalt ⁄ tier, or more simply put: a representation of each non-

adjacent dependency.

The stimulus materials in the current study do not allow us to conclusively exclude that

the observed performance is related to the acquisition of so-called repetition structures,

defined by Brooks and Vokey (1991). For example, ‘‘FFDLLP’’ and ‘‘DDFPPL’’ can be

represented as ‘‘112334,’’ where the later, abstract representation, captures the structure of

repetition of certain elements. The repetition structure is one arbitrary way to represent non-

adjacent dependencies. However, this possibility is one of an infinite number of plausible

alternatives. We are not making any claims concerning the exact nature of the representa-

tions that subjects acquired in our study. Moreover, in the light of subsequent experiments,

where we have explored the generalization capacity of participants, it is clear that all infor-

mation is not captured by repetition structures as defined by Brooks and Vokey (1991).

Instead we conclude that (a) implicit acquisition can produce similar performance levels

in preference and grammaticality classification of multiple non-adjacent and adjacent
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dependencies, respectively; (b) there is no reason to postulate separate mechanisms for the

acquisition of adjacent and non-adjacent dependencies; and (c) the evidence for the push-

down stack model when comparing implicit acquisition of nested and crossed non-adjacent

dependencies is ambiguous.

5. Summary and conclusions

We have presented the results from a complex implicit AGL paradigm that demon-

strates robust implicit learning of multiple non-adjacent dependencies organized in nested

as well as crossed dependency structures. The results showed little qualitative difference

between the acquisition of these non-adjacent dependencies and adjacent dependencies

acquired under similar conditions. The ecological validity of our implicit structural mere-

exposure AGL paradigm in relation to natural syntax acquisition was improved by using

longer acquisition periods and by minimizing the meaningfulness, motivation, and use of

explicit strategies. The results of the present study extend earlier results from natural lan-

guage processing, which suggest that there is lack of evidence for a push-down stack-

type memory organization after extensive acquisition, although it is possible to interpret

the results as supportive of a push-down stack-type memory during the early acquisition

phase. When analyzing how the saliency of grammar violations depends on the violation

position, the push-down stack model predicted the data well. The push-down stack model

is thus partly supported by the results and we suggest stack-like properties are one natu-

ral property, among others, characterizing the underlying neurophysiological mechanisms

that implement the online memory resources used in language and structured sequence

processing.

Notes

1. There is, however, no deep distinction between an internal and external memory archi-

tecture, because (bounded) external memory architectures can always be implemented

as an internal memory in a larger system.

2. Note that the question of whether there are specialized memory structures is indepen-

dent of the details of how sequences are represented and whether the brain implements

finite-state, context-free, and ⁄ or context-sensitive grammars.

3. More precisely mainly adjacent non-deterministic dependencies.

4. We note that preferences increased for the non-grammatical items with three non-

adjacent dependencies as an affect of acquisition. This is an effect of the general trend

that participants like sequences irrespective of grammatical status more after acquisi-

tion, which is present in both experiments, both for nested and crossed grammars. In

this case, the general familiarity preference is stronger than the preference for gram-

matical compared with non-grammatical sequences.
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